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From Sensorimotor Experience To Speech Unit
Tiphaine Caudrelier, Jean-Luc Schwartz, Pascal Perrier, Christophe Savariaux, Amélie Rochet-Capellana)
Goal: Study transfer of learning in speech production to better understand the nature of speech units
Speech is described as a sequence of units. These units could be representations of syllables stored in a mental directory (5) or mnesic traces of words.
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The auditory perturbation decreases F2-F1 while the speaker is
expected to adapt by increasing F2-F1. As we focus on transfer,
speakers who did not adapt are excluded from the results.
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Hypotheses: Transfer profiles to reveal the speech production unit
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If the syllable is the single unit connected to
motor commands, then when the
sensorimotor representation of this syllable
is changed in one context, this change
should transfer or generalize (4) to any other
context in which this syllable is pronounced.
This is what we tested by using a paradigm
of transfer of auditorimotor learning (3).
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• Transfer significantly higher in group 1 than in
other groups. In group 2, producing /bepe/,
transfer is higher in /be/ than in /pe/.
• Overall, these results are a mix of our
hypotheses, suggesting transfer at the 3
levels: word, syllable, and vowel. They also
show an effect of the position of the syllable
in the word.
• Lower after-effect in group 2 (/bepe/) than in
other groups also suggests a link between
sequential position and motor commands, as
shown recently in birds (4).
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Conclusion: Links between speech units and speech
articulation are at multiple levels.
The results suggest two gradients (6) of transfer by similarity:
acoustical/articulatory and sequential
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